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Nonlinear changes in pore size induced by temperature
in the design of smart membranes

Rodolfo Fabian Estrada Guerrero1,2, Efrain Rubio Rosas2 and Ventura Rodriguez Lugo2

A new kind of synthetic membranes prepared by crosslinking of two different organic polymers was designed, the membranes

has the ability to adjust the pore diameter in a wide range of sizes (from 3 to 100 microns) just by changing the time of thermal

treatment in an aqueous media at constant temperature where they are immersed; in this way it is possible to control externally

the pore size of the membrane. A nonlinear mathematical model, on the basis of the overlap of the electrical double layers of

charged particles, was developed to explain the oscillatory behavior of the pore size when the time of thermal treatment was

varied. The model deduced fits correctly to the experimental results and describes the oscillatory behavior of the pore size.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of polymeric membranes for filtration and separation
processes has a considerable number of applications as is in reverse
osmosis,1–3 water purification,4 chemical and biological separations,5

gases separation,6,7 separation of heavy metals from a solution,8

templates for the growth of some biomaterials,9 among many
others. Owing to these important applications, too much effort has
been addressed to the design of new membranes with high selectivity
and chemical resistance. Nowadays, it is possible to impose to
the membranes an additional requirement related to the possibility
to control their selectivity externally by changing some external
parameters.2

Cellulose acetate is one of the most commonly used material for
membrane fabrication because it allows to produce membranes with
adequate porosity and low binding.6 Nevertheless, very few efforts
have been dedicated to produce membranes with porosity externally
controlled.4

An important achievement is to have the possibility of controlling
the pore size and its distribution. For this purpose, some specific
compounds focused on the required specific pore size have been
designed. Some of them are mixed with the polymer to form the
membrane. Once the membrane has formed, it is subjected to a
physical or chemical treatment in order to remove the compound used
during the synthesis. This procedure allows to obtain membranes with
a very specific pore size and the morphology is fixed.
In this work, the pore size of synthetic polymeric membranes made

of cellulose acetate crosslinked with polyacrylic acid was determined
after they were immersed in hot water keeping the temperature
constant and varying the time of immersion. The results show that

it is possible to control externally the membrane porosity just by
varying the time of immersion in hot water.
The pore size shows a nonlinear oscillation as a function of the

temperature. To explain this nonlinear behavior, a mathematical
model based on the overlap of the electrical double layers of two
charged particles that approach each other was used to fit the
experimental data. For the deduction of the model three types of
forces were included: (a) the repulsion force produced in the over-
lapping of the electrical double layers of charged polymer molecules,
(b) the repulsion force due to the steric interaction produced by the
overlapping of the polymer molecules caused by the swelling process
and (c) the elastic force produce by changes in the conformational
entropy of the molecule. With these terms it was possible to obtain
an analytical expression for the dependence of the pore size with the
time of immersion; using this expression, the experimental data were
well fitted. Mathematical details are given in the Appendix.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to carry out this work, two lots of membranes named M38 and M39

were prepared as reported elsewhere.10 For the lot M38, a solution was prepared

dissolving 8 g of cellulose acetate (Fluka Chem, Bruchs, Switzerland) in 100ml

of glacial acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) at room temperature;

when the cellulose acetate has been completely dissolved, 10ml of polyacrylic

acid with a molecular weight of 30 000 gmol�1 is added slowly with constant

medium agitation; this solution was heated at 60 1C under agitation for 30min,

allowing the crosslinking reaction between the cellulose acetate and the

polyacrylic acid to take place. The solution was cooled down to room

temperature and stored for 3 days at atmospheric pressure in a dark place to

avoid the influence of sunlight on the solution. To obtain the membranes, 10

samples of 10ml each were poured into flat glass molds of 10 cm in diameter,
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leaving the molds with the solution flouting on iced water at 4 1C for 30 s,

allowing the solution to reach the same temperature of the iced water. Thereafter,

the mold with the polymer solution was completely immersed carefully into the

cold water until the membranes were formed and permitted to rest for 15min to

allow the solidification of the polymer solution. Once the membranes have been

formed they were withdrawn from the iced water and immediately placed into a

bath of hot water at 60 1C. The time of treatment into the hot water varied from

0.5 to 4.5min at regular intervals of 0.5min. One of the membranes was used as

reference and did not receive treatment in hot water.

The lot of membranes labeledM39 was prepared dissolving 6g of cellulose acetate

in 100ml of glacial acetic acid and following the same procedure as the lot M38.

The pore size was determined with a scanning electron microscope Jeol JSM-

6610LV (Jeol, Peabody, MA, USA) operated in the high vacuum mode at an

acceleration voltage of 20kV and a pressure of 20Pa, the membranes were

previously coated with gold. Both lots of membranes were characterized by

infrared spectroscopy in a Bruker spectrometer (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany).

RESULTS

The images obtained from electron microscopy are shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1a corresponds to the membrane of the lot
M38 without thermal treatment, Figures 1b–i correspond to the lot
M38 with thermal treatment at different times. Figure 2a is the image
of the membrane without thermal treatment for the lot M39,
Figures 2b–i correspond to the lot M39 with thermal treatment at
different times.
In accordance with the results obtained from the micro-

scopic characterization, it can be seen that the pore size is
changing depending on the time of immersion in hot water. In both
lots of membranes, the pore begins with a specific size. As the time
of thermal treatment progresses, the pore size is reduces and
increases, showing an oscillatory behavior. In some membranes,
the pores are formed in layers, giving the effect of depth forming

Figure 1 Sequence of scanning electron microscope images for the lot M38

showing the variation of the pore diameter. (a) Membrane without thermal

treatment, (b–i) membranes with thermal treatment.

Figure 2 Sequence of scanning electron microscope images for the lot M39

showing the variation of the pore diameter. (a) Membrane without thermal

treatment, (b–i) membranes with thermal treatment.
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a network; even the walls of the pores are porous as well. In
Table 1, the results of this behavior are reported for both lots of
membranes.

Figure 3 corresponds to the plot of the experimental data. Figure 3a
is the plot of the data obtained for the lot of membranes M38, the
black points are the experimental data, and the solid curve is obtained

Table 1 Measurement of the variation in pore diameter for both lots of

membranes

Lot M38 Lot M39

Immersion time (min) Pore diameter (mm) Pore diameter (mm) Thickness (mm)

0 12.12 16.87 0.05

0.5 3.40 6.00 0.05

1.0 29.20 63.00 0.05

1.5 2.90 12.30 0.05

2.0 3.10 10.70 0.05

2.5 30.20 12.30 0.05

3.0 20.86 6.03 0.05

3.5 3.50 47.31 0.05

4.0 20.77 100.00 0.05

Figure 3 Plot of the experimental data and the fitting curve obtained

applying the mathematical model deduced, (a) correspond to the lot M38,

(b) correspond to the lot M39.

Figure 4 Infrared spectra. (a) Infrared (IR) of the raw materials,

(b) sequence of IR spectra for the lot of membranes M38, (c) sequence of

IR spectra for the lot of membranes M39.
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applying the mathematical model deduced. Figure 3b is the plot of the
experimental data (black points) for the lot of membranes M39,
applying the mathematical model deduced to these points the fitting
curve is obtained, as shown in the figure (solid curve). As can be
noticed from both graphics, the pore size in both lots of membranes
presents the same oscillatory behavior reducing and increase the
diameter of the pores as the time of thermal treatment progresses.
In both cases, one can appreciate that the mathematical model
describes in a very good approximation the oscillatory behavior of
the pore size as the time of thermal treatment progresses.
In Figure 4 the infrared spectra are presented. Figure 4a shows the

infrared spectra of the raw materials used for the synthesis of the
membranes. Figure 4b displays the infrared spectra of the lot M38 and
Figure 4c the infrared spectra of the lot M39. As can be noticed in both
lots when the membrane has been formed the bands that corresponds
to the carboxyl group in the polyacrylic acid and the bands corre-
sponding to the acetate group in cellulose acetate disappears, this is
due to the crosslink reaction between the polyacrylic acid and cellulose
acetate that is carried out at this chemical groups.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained show that it is possible to design synthetic
membranes whose pore size can be adjusted just by changing an
external stimuli such as the time of thermal treatment while, keeping
the external temperature constant. The variation in the pore size was
in a wide range from 6 to 60m when the time of thermal treatment was
varied from 0.5 to 4.5min. The pore size depends in a nonlinear cyclic
way with the time. The changes in pore size are due to electrostatic
interactions and not by chemical reactions as is demonstrated by the
Fourier transform infrared results. The mathematical model developed
explains this nonlinear behavior and was based on three different
mechanisms: (1) the forces produced by the overlapping of the electric
double layers when two charged particles approach each other, (2) the
forces produced by the overlapping of the polymer molecules when
they are swelled by the medium applying the Flory–Krigbaum theory,
(3) the elastic force due to conformational entropy changes. The
experimental data were well fitted using this model. The design of
these membranes open the possibility to use them in situations where
the temperature is constant and the porosity needs to be opened and
closed during the time in a particular application.
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APPENDIX

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

For both lots of membranes the morphology is basically the same. The
solution of polyacrylic acid are polyelectrolytes, in which the electric
charge is due to the deprotonation of the acrylic group in the acid.
The degree of deprotonation depends on the concentration of H+ and
is the responsible of the ionic strength; when this concentration
changes, the polymer molecule suffers deformations caused by the
competition of three main forces: Coulombian interactions due to the
presence of electrical charge, steric interactions force produced by the
overlap of polymer chains and the elastic forces due to entropic effects.
Considering that the membrane is a solid polymer, it can suffer
expansion or contraction according to its physicochemical properties.
When the cellulose acetate and polyacrylic acid swell by the action of
the water, they overlap each other, increasing the monomer concen-
tration. An osmotic pressure appears and tries to separate them (steric
interaction), as a consequence of which an elastic force appears
because of the change in the conformational entropy, which tends
to shrink its size. As mentioned earlier, the polyacrylic acid in water is
a polyelectrolyte. The electric repulsion produces an expansion of the
molecule and also contributes to the overlapping between molecules.
Under this behavior, the double-layer overlapping, the steric interac-
tion and the elastic force control the molecule size and consequently
the pore size.
According to the Debye–Huckel approximation for charged parti-

cles in a continuous medium, the electric potential can be written as:11

C ¼ Coe
�kx ð1Þ

Where

k2 ¼ e

ekT

X
i

z2i nio ð2Þ

zi is the valence number of the ions of type i; e, the electron charge; nio,
the number concentration of ions of type i per unit volume evaluated
far from the charged molecule (bulk concentration); e, the dielectric
constant of the medium; k, the Boltzman constant; and T, the absolute
temperature. k�1 (� lD) is known as the ‘Debye length of the electrical
double layer’.
When two charged particles approach each other, the repulsion

force FDL per unit area produced by the overlapping of their electric
double layers is as follows.13,14

FDL ¼ 64nokTA
2
oe

ð�x=ldÞ ð3Þ
Ao is a constant that depends on geometry and x is the separation
between molecules.
A differential element of this force taken on a differential element of

area dA¼2pxdx produces the next result:

fDL ¼ 128p no k T A2
o

Z
eð�x=lDÞxdx ð4Þ

Because at molecular level the distance between molecules is small
after the integration of Equation (4) takes the shape:

fDL ¼ cte x2 � Oðx3Þ ð5Þ

Physically this result shows that when the particles approach each
other the repulsion force depends quadratically with the separation
distance (terms of higher order in Equation (5) are neglected).
Applying the Flory–Krigbaum theory, which predicts that the free

energy has a linear dependence with the polymer volume fraction that
is overlapped, it is possible to show that the polymer volume fraction
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can be written as:2

FxðtÞ ¼ Fo
y � ymin

y

� �
ð6Þ

So, the force due to the steric interaction can be written as follows:

fsteric ¼ 4pRTðw� 1ÞNsfo x2 � ymin
x2

y

� �
ð7Þ

In this equation, x and y correspond to the changes in the pores and
polymer dimensions, this means physically that when the polymer
swells by the action of water the pore size is reduced, and when it
deswells the pore size increase.
As has been explained through the analysis of the forces

that interact in the behavior of the membranes, the total force can be
written as:

ftotal ¼ k1x+k2x
2 � k3

x2

y
ð8Þ

where the constants k1, k2 and k3 are interpreted as the contribution
of (a) the elastic force due to changes in the conformational entropy

of the polymer chains, (b) the repulsion force produced by the overlap
of the Debye’s double layer and (c) the force due to the steric
interactions produced by the concentrations gradients (overlap
of molecules).
Taking into account that the molecules of the membrane are

immersed in water and it can be considered as a viscous media, the
total force felt by the molecules should be proportional to the velocity
through the medium, then Equation (8) can be written as

dx

dt
¼ k1x+k2x

2 � k3
x2

y
ð9Þ

The general solution of this differential equation is

xðtÞ ¼ x0

1+aSin2ðot+dÞ
ð10Þ

The physical interpretation of this equation is as follows: x is the pore
diameter at any time, x0 is the initial value of the pore size, a is an a-
dimensional fitting constant, o is the oscillation frequency, d is the
phase angle where the oscillation begins, t is the time of thermal
treatment.
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